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aVEvaluation of Conifers in the vicinity ~ N'i s

The Sequoyah Fuels Plant (Core. Oklabspa)g M 1",.

On January 6. 7, and 8,1986 eecrosis of Eastern Red Cedar le6 aves

were noted down vind (to the south, south-east of the plant) from the

accidental spill at the plant which occurred on January 4.1986.

Cedar trees on the east side of Highway 10 which were probably
'

in the pluce path of the H F emission vare found to possess severs leaf

necrosis alteg the highway right-of-way. Cedar trees on the vest side

of the highway were unaffected. Also cedars on Kerr-McGee property which
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vould also likely be in the plume path shoved no damage. Fines and cadars'
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[fbjk - :along interstate 40 vers a,1so free f rom necrosis.
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tfecrotic cedars vere found on Kerr-McGee land one sile east of ths
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[' intersection of Highway 10 and I-40. Other necrotic cedars vera located
,i

- one-f ourth mile south and 350 feet east of the intersection in the creek.

These vere s:nall cedars growing beneath taller deciduous trees. Macrotic

cedars were observed three-fourths alle south-east of the intersection on

Kerr-McGee property.

On January 6, 7, and 8,1986 it was presumed thet the necrosis of the

cedars was due to hydrofluoric acid fumes from the plume. However, on a

return trip on January 21, 1986 a more thorough exat:1. nation of the danaged

cedars was conducted. This study revealed that:

1. Dama*ed cedars vere severe under electric power lines. The

syvptoma esatched those expected f ret. herbicide demgr.. It was
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discovered that the sequoyah Electric Cooperative had sprayed

the casement with the herbicide Spike and Torodon. In each

case'the location of necrotic leaves of cedar trees faced

toward the power lines. The type of injury
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Ibelievethecaeroticcedarareship4Txp,fhbjeldedaange.

translocation frem the root sone. Soil mesples are being tested

for Torodon and Spike concentrations. Cedar trees where found-

under the power lines thoroughout the cooperativs systes show

the satse malfornativas as those within the pitz:se path.

2. Dying cedars in the creek one-fourth oile south and 550 feet

cast of I-40 and Highway 10 vere sa= pled and taken to the Okla-

hcna State University Plant Diagnostic Laboratory. A diagnosis

revealed these tress to be suffering frca a severe infestation'
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e. J - k of red spiders and shade frca the taller deciduous trees is alsoF1 . .p -
h '-{f' affecting the gro th of these cedars.j
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;" 3. Cedar trees throughout the Sequoyah-ituskogee county area showed
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symptoms of tip burn whether down vind fror the spill or not.

Oklahoma State University Torresters and Plant Diagnostic personnel

have diagnosed the tip injury as freeze de:: age resulting from

abnormal warn temperatures which failed to keep the cedars in a

dornant condition. This sue cer.diHon hat more recently been

noted in other areas of the state-

Conclusion:

It is now my opinion that cedar trees and other conifers were not burned

by the emissions f-ce the accident. The soil analyses for Torodon and Spike

may substantiate the theory of herbicide danage te thour r ec*; otic :edare

under the pover lines.
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